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For more information, please consult the 
use and maintenance manual.

NewCare V1 Bed

Bed’s Components

A Removable headboard H Backrest spindle

B Backrest side rails I Integral wheels  (Ø150 mm.)

C Legrest side rails J Braking pedal.

D HPL Mattress platform L Lifting pedal

E Sheet steel central section M Protection discs

F Removable footboard P Trend / Reverse trend handle

G Legrest spindle

Cleaning

Daily cleaning and disinfection with soapy water:

 � Rails. Head board. Foot board.
Cleaning and disinfection after a patient leaves or 
before a transfer:

 �Mattress platform area. Chassis of the bed.
Thorough cleaning and disinfection every two 
months:

 � Support and lifting area of the bed.

maintenanCe

Always check the correct state of:

 �Mechanical drives.
 �Wheels.
 � Braking mechanisms.
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SAFETY WARNINGS
 � The maximum duration of a continuous manoeuvre should not exceed 2 minutes, as damage may be caused to the equipment.
 � Before raising and lowering the moving parts of the mattress platform, with the other parts of the bed or accessories, it is essential to check that there are no obstacles 
between them.

 � The Trendelenburg and reverse Trendelenburg movement should always be performed under medical supervision.
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meCHaniCal FUnCtions

seCtions movements

Unlock crank:

 � Pull the lever bed outwards.
 � Direct it to its working position.
 � Push the lever to the correct position.

Articulating sections: 
 � Raise: Turn clockwise the left crank handle.. 
 � Lower: Turn anticlockwise the left crank handle. 

Trendelenburg tilting:

 � Press the handle placed on footboard.
 � Tilt the footboard related to the headboard 
until the maximum inclination is reached.

Reverse trendelenburg tilting:

 � Press the handle placed on footboard.
 � Tilt the headboard related to the until 
the footboard maximum inclination is 
reached.

otHer FUnCtions

Side Rails (1):

 � Raising the rail: Pull the rail upwards until it is immobilised in 
the highest position.
 � Lowering the rail: Pull the handle found underneath the rail 
outwards. The rail will automatically lower.

Centralised braking system (2): 

 � Braking the bed: Pedal in low position.
 �Moving the bed: Pedal in intermediate position.
 � Activating steering wheel: Pedal in raised position.

Raise mattress platform:

 � To operate the rising movement is stepping several times the 
green pedal until the bed arrives to the desirable height.

Lower mattress platform:

 � To operate the lowering movement is stepping red pedal.
 � If the red pedal is kept depressed, the bed lowers to its lowest 
position.

HeigHt adjUstment

trendelenBUrg / reverse trendelenBUrg positions

Raising side rails Lowering side rails

Brake Free movement Steering wheel

Unlock crank Working position

Rise the sections Lower the sections


